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Many school systems in the country have made progress in testing. and

1implementing. the ESEA Titlç Evaluation.and Repozking Sutem. During the

1976-77 sohc;Ol year, 28 of the EA's across,the.nation hadfLEA's.using one

or more of the proposed models to evaluate the reading and/or math outcomes

attributable to participation in a Title I?...glect. Most of these' LEA's
;

were using the techniques for the first time. Information gleaned' from the-

evaluation personnel in these tEA's gives an idea of the administrative pro.-

cedures'involved in effecting the change to.new methods. The Title I staffs

in the states with the longest and most comprehensive experience.in using

the new procedures .(Florida, Iowa, Maine, Ohio, South Carolina;.-and South

Dakota) have shared the results of their experi4ences in implementing the

Title I evaluation models and .have done Win particularly helpful ways.

State Title I officials and the looal staffs Of' more than 20 school divi-

sions in'the Cemmonwealth of Virginia have also been very cooperative in if

sharing theft' experiences'in implementing the models.
0

The legal mandate for this "fieldttest" andlipcementation effort is

in Subsection F of Section 151 of ESE.A Titj which states that the ,o

'Commissioner of Education must require SEA's ana LEA's to use "techniques....
A

and methodology...for prodtcing data which are comparable on a statewide

and nationwide basis." The development and :etiblication-cif valid evaluation

models as required by Section 151 is the first step toward the nationwide
4

.-production of comparable dma; subsequent necessary steps are.the monitoring

of the use of the mode4 and,the develorSment of means to make thei4 use as

error-ftee as possible.

The purpose of this paper is to .descritre tfie problems exlierienced bj

state.and local personnel who used the evaluation models to asseis projecit

effects, to suggest ways in which these problems can be solved, and to

mention-some ve ,.encoura in regults that have'come about thrPugh the useg\ g

*.
oUthe modefi.
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There are many ways in which LEA's and SEA's have gathered, analyzed,

aggregated and reported Title I evaluation information. Soma states current-
.

ly gather data At the individual student level from tire LEA*s and then
I

employ central processing; othei states rely entirel); on their LEA's to

analyze their own data. Some states have automated virtually the entire

evaluation process, using Acoring services and autamatic data processing;

othprs rely On information that i scored and analyzed entirely by hand.
/

In states that have both very large and very small LEA's, differences in

procedures vary tremendously even within a state.

There are many reasons for this wide variety of practice across ehe

national Title I system.' Capabilities and support systkas, vary widlly.

Different philosophies and priorities are used to set policies. The

number ot.Title I studants in a district may range from the tens to the

tens of thousands, and the aminirits ofZitle I-grants-might.range. 'from the

tens of thousands/to ehe tens of millionse dollars. Thus, it is difficult

to rvision a udique correct way to slo things; the System mmat be designed

to'function efficiently with alternative methods for'dbta handling, pro-* ,

cesPing, analyzing, and aggregating.

- Although the evaluation methods.and Abilities'ot the states.and lodal-.

ities that have implemented the RMC Title I ev atiOn Models vary widely, it

appearp that the flow of achievement data. through the evaluation systems in-

volves certain'tasks which are common to'all states and localities. These

tasks are(1) the selection and administration of'tests, (2) thd scoring of

instruments and conversion of scores:(3) the analysis of data, and(4) the

aggregation of data.

Selection/administration of tests; At this initial pliase of an
(4110

evaluation, several steps are important:\ -(1) the proper test must be

level of it must be administered; (3) the test

must tv standard; and (4) the testing conditions,

selected; (2) the correct

adminiptration,procedures

must be appropniatee

The,Hproier" test is
,

Much research .(Armbruster

Hoepfner, 1976; Stearnes,

a

, foremost, one wtlich measures wha,t is being.taught,

, Stevens, and Rosenshine, 1977; Bianchini, 1976;

1977; and Tallmadge, 1977)'has highlIghted'the

4



degree to which'different standardized tests emphasiit different subskills

within a skill area. Title I evaluators are advised thlit thg more closely

their .tests correspond to the'project objectives, the more releVant the

scores will be 'for detecting student groWth in the project (Fagan and Horst,

1978). This fairly common-sense notioa is often disregarded as o.ther

factors-influence test selection.
-

The "proper" test has empirical normative data on children siiilar to

the children in the project and gathered at dates in the school year cor-
e

responding to the pre and post-test dates for an evaluation usingmodel A. Also,
.

the norm data are from a representative national or local sample of. children.

Using -tilt correct level of the test means administering ont on which theft.

fewest chiildren possible score either at the "chance" level or at the top.

score. This is important because a preponderance of the former,placing many 4

students at the "floor" of the-test, artiffcially inflatei the gro p's, pre-

test average, thereby overstating their status before the project.' n

estimate of their gain due to the project would then be underestimated.

Similarly, if,the students "top out" on the post-test, the group's status

after the projdct'is undecestimated, and the resulting gain figure is again
..,

too small. Of course., the mismatch of test level wifth stusient skill levels

áah also affect evaldation results in'other ways; the important consideration

is that students' performan.ce levels be reflected as accurately as possible.

Use of the wrong level of the test precludes this (Roberts, A.O.H.1978; -

Roberts, S., 1978).

All'tests have standardized procedures 9utlined Lot their use. Even "home-

made" instruments have instructions \for administering them. Such procedures

may in4 clude timirig, use of practice items, degree of assistance from the test

proctors, etc. Furthefkore, the testing conditions mUst be good. For4exsmple,
-

the xoomS should be quiet; the settings and times for testing project and

"comparison" group children should be similar.. (Horst, 1978; Tallmadge and

Roberts, 1978). In order for students' test scores to be comparable to,those

of others, especially 'to thevorm data, the outlined procedures must be fol.--

lowed (Horgr, 1978).

5
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Scoring of instrumerfts7Conversion of scores' This sftp involves deter-
.

mining the test score for each "Went. Occasiohally,it is done by hand

but, more often, a scoring service is used. Student answer sheets are sent

away ta'a

each, and

answer sh

version

firm which will 'return lists of students tested, the raw score for

re ested score conversions. However, voblems miy,ar.ise with lost

ets, incorrectly coded ones, damaged pages, or errors in the con-
,

f scores.

to the mathematics required by, the analytical procedures in an

evaluation,students' raw scores must be converted to a Standard score metric.

In most cases, the preferable standard score metric far the computations is

one.which'incorporates characteristics of the national distribution of scores

fbr the age group--the normal curve equivalent (NCE). 'In order to derive that

figure, as many as three orlfour 'separate conversioiPs may be necessary for'

each studant's score. A typical sequence would be to convert thle child's
. .

raw score to the publisher's standard score, then to a national rank or per-

centd.le, and finally to dn'NCZ. /

Some scoring services can provide all of these scores.; 'all can proyide

the percentile equivalents. Typically, there is a bharge for each additional

score_requested, so ithe use of a service for all of the conversions would be

expensive for large projects. Scores from scoting services,are tisilally more

accurate than scores t*ait have been manually tallied and converted, however.

Mt:it analysis. This is the phase in the Title I evalUation where data

:from individuals are combined intorproject-level statistics. NCE gains,

describing the effectivtenessikf the 'Title I project i contributing to the

-*students' learning above and beyond what is expected f om the "regular" cur-

riculum, are calculated. Each model prescribes the appropriate analytical

iechniques, which range from fair19 straight-forward camputitiong in the case

of Model A to camplex statistical manipulations,in Models B and C.

Data aggregation. 'This is the final.step in the Title I evaluation system

prior to the actual reporting of the evaluation results. Errors made at this
1

stage of.the evaluation are not 1,ikely to'be serious since the data on 1:7hich
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A.
the aggregations are based,llith'e project-level NCE gains, are usually acces-

sible for later double-checking 'This phasp usuallY takes place at the4EA

PROBLEMS MItOUNTERED N IMPLEMENTING THE mous

In using the new models, SEA's and LEA's had Problems and made mistakes

In three area's: procedural, referrini to adherence to suggested rules of the

models; crerical, referring to recording, translating, 'and calculating; and

analytical, referring to technical and-statistical problems.

ProcedUral. The first procedural problem j.s in the selection of Title I

students. The equirement of Model A that selection of Title I participants

be bated on data'other than from the pretest is the rèquirement th4at has been

most often ignored. Even among the states which were the first to attempt

the models, states with extremely competent Title I personnel, the proportion

of LEA's still selecting on the pretest exceeded half of those reporting.

SEA personnel were beset with questions from the LEA's on how to follow'

the model's.rules without deviating from present practides or perceived
wV

requirements. Various LEA and SEA personnel advised their LEA's of methods ,

in wUch to choose students without invalidating theevaluations, but the

seldom tried the advised methods or applied ttie methods validly. For example,

one evaluator suggested choosing students based on a cotb-ination of standard-

ized achievement test scores, absenteeism, a teacher's estimate of the student's

achievemeAtk,, an estimate of underachievement, and an estimate of motivation

and health. When the reports were returned, it was discovered that most school

districts had used the pretest standardized test score combined with an estimate

pf underachievement whicti had been obtained by the subtiaction of the student's

pretest score from thg class average. Thus,only a single criterion was used

aq the choice of individuals to be placed in the,Tiile I group wai b.Td

solel Ahe pretest.

The secondjflost cbmmonsproceduial problem lies-in the administration of

norm-referenced tests at the proper time in Model A Comparisont between the

fitlej group and thAest publisher's norms.are most valid,when. based on ,

real data points, so the.tests should be given during a four or six-weeks

period spanning the test pyblisher!s main norming date. This was frequently

not done 'by the LEA's that we studied. LEA personnel generally wlsh to test

7



as early in rIce school year as possible (e.g., in the middle of September).
0

However, the midpoint of a publisher's test norms may not occur until

Noxember.

Another procedural problem is that of commylcating to local admin-
..

'istrators ttie meaning'of the new NCE metric. According to a number of state

leaders, parents'acceptsthe idea with little hesiiation, but administrators,

, especially superintendents, resist strongly. The use of a variety of metrics

forsksharink results with interested parties will help alleviate this ilroblem.

A final procedural matter is the *fact that administrators consider local

f4nding allocations for testing when they choo Model A, B, or C. The require-
.

ments of Model C include the 4esting of comparison students from among those

not in the project. Therefore, if the district already has budgeted funds

for testing once a year, and selection of Title I/students on that test is

acceptable, then Model C is a logical choice. But if the money for testing

has not been allocated, the choice can just as logically be Model A.

Clerical. The translation of a raw score into any other score is fraught'

with error. In one state, data from more than 93% of the LEA's contained ht

least one table look-up error. Another state director reported that 'the ma-

4tority Of errors in his wOrkshop.exercises stemmed from the inappropriate use

of the same norm table for both pretest and posttest score conversions in
-

spite of very obvious table titles. Where yet another had modified the for-
,

mat of the publishers' norm tables, the error rates were considerably reduced--

bui still excessive.
a

Another problem is that often the gain score for an individual turns Out

negative, and negative numbers appear to be an anathema to proper calculatiOns.

One evaluato,r was so upiet by negative scores that he ignored every one in

averaging gains in his project.
-

The assignment'of a pretest or posttest score to every individtal is only

part of the prdces--the two tests must be matched forgach individual. In

large 'districts the matching is generally done on a computer. Were jeveral'

difficulties appear: a matching program must be written; bad coding or

punching takes a toll of properly matched individuals; a single unmatched'
i

card in a sorted file makes the entire remainingones miimatched and makes

4
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-the evaluation worthless if left undiscovered; students change the spelling

of their names;, and inconsistencies appear in using the Last name first.

In smaller districts,
%

the match is carried out by hand% Here the
40

human intelligence can remedy many of ihe problems: one can see that

"Bill Thorne" 45r: the pretest is "ThOrne, W." on the pos,t, for example. A

knowledgeable individual might remember that A school boundary was recent-
,

ly changed, and ha4:the students are in the neighboring school, Pr that the

Jones children oscillate regularly between two schools. Thus tiok increased

difficulty In matching by hand is offset by the increased frequency of

matches.

A comparatively minor error in reporting is the failure to includeillegs,

day of the month on which testing was accomplished. Under Model A,a user of

the ITBS would be expected to test within a two-week interval on' either sj.de

ofNApril 28th. If he merely repOrted that the test was administered in,April,

the state evaluator cannot assume that the tspt was given at the proper time;

it could have been on the first of April. The error is minor in that it clan

be ,corrected easily with a Change in the'reporting requirements.-.

Analytical. A variety of technical questions dealing with the statis-
.

tical and psychometric aspects of the system continue to plague the evaluators.

First, are evaluators jeopardizing the accuracy of evaluation results by test-

ing once a year in the spring? If students forget a great deal durini the

summer, perhaps they would show greater gains if they were tested in both fail

and spring. Second, when students reReat a grade, wtat pretest score should

he used--the first pretest or the second? What norms shOuld be used for

sUch students?

Some qtete personnel note that the correction of an LEA's evaluation

error may result in a lowered gain estimate. They recognize, however, that

no one wants to be fooledrinto assuming successes in remediating Children's

N r

4

sample of indiyidual project reports perused in the stat s were

rated'on their quality of evalua'tion. Those projects with.the "be t" eval-

uation showed low butTositive gain scores4for the 'Title I gAtp. ,(The-

correlation between evalUation quality and size of gain was -.25.) Those

educational problems if the remediation has not occurred.

9
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projects which'appeared to be evaluated correctly showed a Modest.positive

impact from the program..

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS

When the directors and evaluators in the SEA's and LE.A's identified the

problems outlined abeve, they.also suggested a variety of solutions. Some .

approaches hld already been tried out, and other possibilities arose in dis-

cussions.

People we have worked with an& other interested parties have suggested

ways USOE can help SEA's and LEA'a'follow more completely the procedures out-

lined in the evaluation and reporting systeM. Their suggestions are

sumarized below acCording to the same categories used in preceding sections:

procedural, cleFiCal, analytical.

Procedural. Most of these apply to the general implemyntation rules

and other administrative areas.

1./ Provide a detailed speciha handbook on the implementation of each

model, The handbook should be very elementary, in step-by-step flow chart

fashion, with plenty of concrete examples of documents and approaches which

ihave worked.

2, Emphasize reduced te:sting requitements with the proposed models. Too

many school personnel are too worried about too many teits. Specify, for each

model the minimum testing possible.

3. To encourage the proper administration of tests, encourage those ,

districts using once-a-year spring testing to have the teacher from the next

higher grade give the tett. To the third grade:teacher testing the second

grade students at the end of tIle.year, accuracy would be paramount since next

year he, would have those very Students and would, supposedly, welcome accurate,
.4

.test scores in their folders.

4. Give more guidance regarding test selection. Many studies have

dedonstrated the importance of test content for detecting student growth in .4

specific skill areas.. Certain teats may be more sensitive than others to the

,skills content of many Title I programs.

S. Add more itformation to the handbook on out-of-level testingq. Most

individuals still feel very uncomfortable attempting to itplement functional-
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level Oksting although they recognize the necessity, with some students. Pre-

pare a de.tailed dheckli,st which states can give to LEA's,showing the effort

involved in ordering, the logistics of testing, and the scoring and translat-

ing of scores. Discuss the pay-offslkor these extra steps in.terms of an

increase i n\=k-t-d-avacy of the scores. Point out and discuss common misconcep-
i

tions, such as the beliefs.that functionaI-level testing will result in the

pretest average being lower, thaelii will result in choosing the wTong students,

thai it will give inaccuratelestimates of gain, or that it will compare stu-
I

depts at one grade unfairly with those at the next lower grade.

an

be

6. Provide guidelines on what action to take if the raw score from

out-of-level test administration leads to a converted .score too, low to

included in the percent44e.conversion table.

7. Communicate the results of the data collected in this study to pub-
.

lishers, especIally the information about the neetts for norming earlier in the

yeat, and for less confusing norms tables,

8.' Remore the suggestion in current documentation that two-thiAls of

the project should take place between the pre and.post-tests. The incidenc'e

of failUre to follow this requirement is negligible, and should diminish to zero

as districts move to appropriate testing dates. The requirement leads to re-
.

I
poring of non-informative.data and to problems when schools have a prolision .

for st.dents' ret u n to their.regular classr'ooms after they have mastered a

certain body of mat ial.
.

9. Investigate the conditions under which combining results fram
. .

different grades is appropriate. If a_comparison group for Model C is too
4P

small within aparticular grade, some addition,of nbn-Title.I students from

the next higher grade might be pos'sible although technically they are not in

the project. In Model A, adding the two Title I students in'8th grade to

those in 7th might reduce the trauma attendant to finding an average of a 10

NCE loss (due to small size and unstabj.e data).

10. In the light of the tigh rate of errors in table reading, consider

the use bf a raw score reporting system. lin the absence.of mechanical aids

tO table look-up, provide simpler score conversion tables to users and
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communicate the problem to test publishers. Some publishers have alread .

provided vastly improved tables for those S'tates in which the evaluator has

insisted upon them.

U. Provide assistance, both in guidelines d in a computer program,-

for the plotting of pretest against posttest for all odels. The visual tn-.

spection of .the scatterplots cauld be expected to indicate floor and ceiling

effects, gross non-lineayity of relationships, and the presence of unexpect-

edly high or low "gainers".
.

12. Classify eyaluation errors by severity so.tbat when two implementa-

tion suggestions conflict, the Title I co-ordinator can have some guidance

in Talking a'choice between the two. I -

137 At present, the federal government publishes excellent techtilcal

repaorts on the RMC modelso but SEA's and'LEA's often do not obtain the re-
.. .

Parts beCause-they are expensive or because' the.SEA's apd LEA's do not know

that the reports exist. ,

Make theseoreports available to SEA's at no cost.. The SEA's could then

distribute them to LEA's

14. Show sOme examples of how program objectives could be stated under

the new reportipg format.

For example, one state-requests that the LEA Title I director .estimate

the NdE gain to be achieved for each grade within each project. It theothird

grade reading project at Memorial Elementary has a reputation as the best,

ehen a seven NCE gain may be the objective. If It is the-worst, then otte-half

an NCE might be. appropriate.

15. Prepare exataples to help SEA's and LEA's communicate evaluation re-

sults, (including use of NCE's and percentiles) to Title I parents, school

boards, liftd teachers and administrators.

16. Consider alternative methods of tying a cost figure to a project.

Since districts generally "spend about 75% of theirlbUdget for instructional

personnel direct costs, the reporting of only' those costs may increase the

accuracy and 'decrease the reporting burden af the Cost estimate.

2
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rical. ClerIcaI su

calaUlating ytocesses.

Instruct LEA evalaators,when locikiftg:up average.staddardized scores

X in publishers notm tables, til'use the individuat percentile poriS,table*, not
- .

I v.
the schoolinorms,table,

2.. Remove any requirements for data point interpolation at the district,

level. Interpolation appears tokl,e more error-prone than it is worth.

3.. Send copies of an exemplag testing-dates chart to all interested

'1'

'

gOtibusrefer to recerding, tmlanalitin
,

t

Id

;

parties. For example, the forms used in one state include a chert which t

assists district personnel in avoiding test admipi4Oration date errors.

4. 'Add a requirement for the project report to provide die average'

selection NCE, where possible, and the average
0

an easy edit check to see if the selection was

te;t, aud.if the most needy students were chosen.

pretest NCE. This will allow

based completely on the pre-

5. Revise the percentile-to-NCE conversion tables so that they wili be

easier ltiftse. Perhaps they could be placed in groups of ten, with clear lines

to demarc 'the columns.

6. Develop optical ,scanning forms'and software for thelanalysis of

scores 'from major tests. If a stat'e, or large LEA, decides to centralize ihe
t,

scoring process rather than have the local classroom teachers score theirown

papers, this is the solution with the greatest lohg-,range'potential, though

perhaps the highest initial expense.' Furthermore, although the accuracy and'

speed4of data proaessing will be vastly improved, the system must also have

a set of appropriate error-detection,methois built in.
14,11' /

7. Encourage LEA's.to score, some tests by hand, even if they have en-
,

gaged a Scoripg'service, in order to check the accuracy of tle'p1rvce.
-

8. Provide guidance regarding the use of automaeej datc processing,as

often as possible for the various score conversions and manipulations necessary

in the system. Encourage-other approaches, too, to preserve the integi-ity of

. the data:

(a) Staff should try to perform score conversion activities in teams,

with people double-checking the work of others whenever possible;

(b) Raw data should be stored (or sent to the LEA or SEA) to enable

a
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later cheaking of a dpta saMple for the correctneSs of the tables used,
.

, .

score conversions, ete.,;, .
i %

. .
. ,

.

(c) .Tables should bt re-formatted,at fha lctcal level to allow for
. ... .

s
eaiier reading (e.g., 2-columh tables, are muCh easier to work with-di

4 '" .

. 'multi,columm tables)'; and,':.)".
.

(d) Staff,responsibl,g far perfaiming the score conversiOns should be

trained the use and interpretation of standardize-d tetts, s(o,that they

will understand the meaning of the scored an&will be able to detect obvious-

12

ly wrong, inappropriate, or.out-of-range,scores,

-A pre-Rrogrammed calclOator or computer can also facilitate the data

analysis': For'shall IAA's and SEA's without aopess. tO farger computer

facilities,, a, set of pidgrams and imiqemtntation ,materials is being developed

for use with hand-held progremmable'calculators available from $89 and up.

These programs can certainly'aid the evaluator but may hot offer a complete

set of diagnostic features (e.g., a plot of pretest agiinst posttest scores)

of the types which have been suggested in this paper. Properly designed micro-
"'

procespr-based software appears to offer more acceptable'and goat-effective

provisions for the extensive amount'of data OheCkinf and editing which should'

he done hy the evaluator.
/

ithalytical. The suggestions in this section tefer to technical character-
.

istics'of the madels. ' .

1. Clarify the severity of the regresiion hazard when two-Stage selection

takes place. For instance, a potential Title I'treatment group of 100 studitts

may be identified by teacher referral. Then a pretest is given to those 100,

and the 95 studehts most in need are,given treatment. The regression

effect is consideably less than if the five-students most in need were chosyn..

2. Investigate fuAher the irade-off in comparing project effects from

spring to spring versus fall to spring. Once-a-year testing is much easier

on the budget and school time, bet this may be offspt by the lass of students

betideen school years and the students' loss of knowledge over the.summer.

3. Assist evaluators in the objective identification. of "outliers"

(student data so exereme that they are likely in error). Outliers can

*a,
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.' significantly ,affece,estimates af Project effect...especially when-Model C is lasea.
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centile on the reading coMprehension pretest,. without missing a single item._ ,

...--,----

' In contrast, their vocpbulary scores were at tJç 1st percentile. Clearly

some error had been madel(by the scoring se ce, perhaps), and the individuals'.
.

.

scores w e droPped from the inalysis.: The r sultwas'that the estimate of project

For instance,4in plotting 4,Model C implementation, one district evaluator

was surprised to,find two comparison group individuals w.pp were at the top of,

the distribution on.the'pretest apd almost at the bottom on the posttest.

Examinatkon of their scores revealed that tWey had scored ar the 99th per-

c)

* effects chinged from negative to pásitive.

CONCLUSIONS

It is apparent that the.process to change LEA evaluation activities
I

conform witILthose prescribed by the eValuation models is laborious and, by

necessity, iterative. -States we visited had,staff pursuing this goal for as

long as two years, and mat, reported that.more work is still needed.

Probably the most parvasave administrative,problem for SEA's is that

they dO not know and;therefore cannot review what actually happeng in the

LEA's.'Of course, thislis much more than just,an evaluation problem, but it

greatly affects evaluation data. A test may.11ave been given-on,other than the

reported daftes (in one of the stares, the test was suppasedly.administered on

a Sunday); the tesi'administrator may have ignored the directions for proper

test.giving.;.tests desigued.for group'administration may have been-given in-

dividually or with relaxed time'limits; tests may have been administered to

the wrong Andividuals. c

Reli'ance on information that is scored, transformed and analyzed manuall

appears to be a tajor threat to"the validity of reported data. Though conversion

to automatic data procesêing wherever possible in the evaluation system does not

9-tomise to be a total panacea, it seems a. promising first step.

Although the problems'in instituting the RMC models'are legion, both
4

state and local district personnel,have found the models to be extremely useful,

models.allow state personnel to campa data across districts: Because of
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this, isoMe states are alreaCising the evaluation data to'identify especially

d,

+.

-

effective programs in specific LEA's and mostbstates plan'tostart using the

data in this way. Other states have already sponsored'or encourAgA in;resti-

gations to determine which Title I program features appear, to be positively

correlated with achievement gains.

Another advantage to these models is the existence of stahdardi which

states can use for advisng and monitoring their LEA's evaluationactivities

Some SEA's believe that the lack' of such information historically left them

with little basis for ingisting upon specific LEA evaluation practices.

State personnel have also noted the benefits'of-gfeater Attention to

achievement tests--their,content, use,'selection, etc. For example, the fact

that che Models recommend specific procedures approptlate to'the test being

used has prompted evaluatoTs to look more deeply, into thekharacteristice of

their tests.

lit Local personnl welcome the possibility of'comparing the outcomes of

tbeir efforts to those of'districts they know tb be eimiliar. In addition,

,LEA's have indicated that the exi)licit recommenaed procedures of the new

models are less burdensome than the former federal mandates, which were

4inclear.

In summary, we believe that the problems encountered in instituting the

RMC-Ntodels can be solved. We submit that the advantages of,using the models

make the efforts On the part of LEA'q and SEA's to accomodate themselves to the

neceisary changes well worth-while.
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